AQUA COULEUR – USER GUIDE
Please read these instructions carefully and please do not
hesitate to contact us if you have any questions or queries.
Aqua Couleur is a temporary water colourant; it does not affect the balance,
transparency or quality of your pool water. It is totally hypoallergenic and will not
cause ill heath if accidentally swallowed in its diluted form. This product has been
vigorously tested in collaboration with the pharmaceutical department of the French
National Research Centre.
Preparation of pool for colouring – This is vital for a successful party
Before using Aqua Couleur it is vital to reduce your chlorine/bromine levels to below
1ppm, this level must be consistent throughout the whole of the pool circulation
system.
1. Calculate your pool turnaround.
2. Make controller set point below 1ppm.
3. It is recommended to add the necessary amount of Premio to speed the
reduction of chlorine/bromine. (leave for at least two hours to allow to work)
especially in strainers before the filters as these can contain a lot of
chlorinamines. We would also suggest putting it in areas of the pool where
circulation may be poor.
4. Allow for complete pool turnover time to expire and ensure that the control
system is measuring below 1ppm, and THAT ALL WATER in the pool system
is measuring below 1ppm. If any pockets of water have a residual over
=>1ppm then colour will quickly dissipate.

ALWAYS READ THE MANUFACTURES INSTRUCTIONS

Colouring your pool
To colour your pool add the relevant quantity of aqua couleur through a skimmer
whilst leaving the filtration system running, colour should spread quickly.
It is important to colour your pool with the correct amount of product, below is a table
to guide you, however please note that there are variations in treatment depending
on the colour used due to pigmentation differences. Please use this table as a guide
only.
Cubic Meters
0.75 m3
1.5 m3
50/70 m3
150/170m3
250/270m3
350/370m3
450/470m3
550/570m3

Product Volume
15ml
30ml
180ml
528ml
859ml
1188ml
1518ml
1848ml

Removing the colour in your pool
Colour will fade with time, however to speed up the removal adjust your chlorination
system and colour will quickly dissipate, returning your pool to its original state.
Troubleshooting
I poured the bottle into the pool and the colour was really nice but it only lasted 10
minutes.
The most likely cause is that the level of chlorine in your pool was too high. Have
you checked and confirmed a chlorine level less than 1ppm?
We recommend that you lower your chorine/bromine level for future uses and to
neutralise using Premio. Also with the help of a testing kit check the
chlorine/bromine level is less than 1 before using AQUAcouleur.
AQUA Premio is a product specially designed to help decrease your chlorine/bromine
level quickly and efficiently and therefore prepares your pool for a colouring. Please
use in areas of poor circulation or where a high chlorine level is expected e.g. the
filters.
Our colour is fading
The colour is designed to gently fade away however; it could be due to there being
chlorine in the circulation, possibly in the filters. Please check that your injection set
point is below 1ppm.
Please check that your whole pool is below 1ppm, and you have an adequate
amount of colour for your pool.
Swimming pool operators are responsible for ensuring that the Chlorine and
pH levels are maintained within suitable bathing levels.

ALWAYS READ THE MANUFACTURES INSTRUCTIONS

